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Abstract:
Physical resource sharing between wireless operators and service
providers is necessary in order to support efficient, competitive, and innovative wireless communication markets. By sharing resources, such as spectrum or infrastructure,
which are usually exclusively allocated interference is created on the physical layer.
Therefore, the economic gains, regulatory overhead, and engineering efforts need to
be addressed by a consolidated cross-layer approach. This paper describes briefly the
approach taken by the EU FP7 project SAPHYRE.
Keywords: Spectrum sharing, infrastructure sharing, spectrum regulation, business
models, interference networks.
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1.

Introduction

In current wireless communication systems, the radio spectrum and the infrastructure
are typically used such that interference is avoided by exclusive allocation of frequency
bands and employment of base stations. SAPHYRE1 will demonstrate how equalpriority resource sharing in wireless networks improves spectral efficiency, enhances
coverage, increases user satisfaction, leads to increased revenue for operators, and decreases capital and operating expenditures.
The vision of the Wireless World Research Forum (WWRF) formulated in 2008[1]
forecasts that 7 trillion wireless devices will serve 7 billion people by 2017. The mobile
users expect reliable high-data rate services with strict delay constraints and ubiquitous
and transparent access 24 hours a day, 7 days per week.
The International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT) 2000 global standard for cellular communications was developed and established by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in 1999. Currently, a new standard, IMT-Advanced, is being
developed that will enable enhanced communication services for end-users. It supports
both low and high mobility applications and a wide range of data rates. The envisaged
deployment is between 2012 and 2015. The key features of IMT-Advanced include enhanced peak data rates (100 Mbit/s for high and 1 Gbit/s for low mobility)2 , capability
of interworking with other radio access systems, and high-quality mobile packet-based
services.
The technical requirements for the air interface in IMT-Advanced include modern
contention-based multiple access techniques, multi-antenna systems including spacedivision multiple-access (SDMA), adaptive modulation and coding schemes, and modern channel coding schemes, especially turbo and low-density parity-check (LDPC)
codes3 . Novel adaptive transmission techniques such as software-defined-radio (SDR),
cognitive radio (CR), and co-operative communications are also explicitly included.
These developments and requirements lead to an indispensable paradigm change
from exclusive resource allocation to cost-, spectrum-, and energy-efficient voluntary physical resource sharing and can be realised by innovative use of radio spectrum and network
infrastructure under economic and regulatory constraints.
1.1 Physical resource sharing
The idea of physical resource sharing can be described using Figure 1. There is a
general set of common resources, divided into two classes, namely spectrum and infrastructure. The set of players consists of operators and users. To keep things simple,
there are no other stakeholders like service providers, content providers, manufacturers,
spectrum brokers, central network controllers, or vendors included. Each player has a
set of private information, e.g., operators have their business models and their revenue
strategies, users have their private interests and their partly private state information
including traffic, mobility, and channel parameters. These goals and parameters are
usually not revealed to others.
1

The SAPHYRE (Sharing Physical Resources – Mechanisms and Implementations for Wireless Networks)
project starts January 2010 and is a STREP funded by the European Union within framework program seven
(FP7-ICT-248001). http://saphyre.eu
2
Data rates sources from ITU Recommendation ITU-R M.1645.
3
ITU: ’IMT advanced drafts’, http://www.ieee802.org/21/doctree/IMT-Advanced/.
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Figure 1: Conceptual overview of spectrum and infrastructure sharing.
Constraints are divided into two areas, namely regulatory and environmental constraints. They can partly overlap as in the case of spectrum masks and power constraints
which are both regulatory and environmental. The main difference between these two
areas is that regulatory constraints contain fairness and social welfare or legal issues
whereas environmental constraints contain fundamental limitations imposed by physics.
The resource sharing problems are interdisciplinary and require regulatory and political bodies, business and market experts. Furthermore, communication and network
engineers provide technical input7. The ongoing discussion about spectrum commons is
led mainly from a regulatory and market point of view. However, advances in communication systems (e.g., multi-antenna systems, multi-carrier systems, adaptive receivers,
software-defined-radio, interference cancellation) are recognised already to have a very
strong impact since they enable the efficient and concurrent use of spectrum [2]. The
technical requirements of IMT-Advanced as outlined above include next-generation mobile radio technologies that can enable efficient sharing of resources.
1.2 Some recent results in resource sharing
From a communications engineering point of view, different types of orthogonality in
frequency, time, space or coding domain were used for resource allocation depending on
the type of interference: For users in one cell operated by one operator (intracell interference) TDMA combined with FDMA (used in GSM systems) or CDMA (combined
with TDMA/FDMA in 3G systems) is applied to separate their signals at the receivers.
For different sectors or cells, the intercell interference is controlled by applying different frequency reuse factors [3]. Fractional and adaptive frequency reuse is discussed in
LTE and WiMAX [4]. Recently, techniques for separating transmissions from different
operators (inter-operator interference) without orthogonal resource allocation are developed: First flexible resource sharing approaches are developed and results indicate
that the overall efficiency of the system can be improved by sharing different resources
in the network between different operators [5, 6].
Sharing of spectrum or infrastructure ends up in creating interference on the physical
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layer. Therefore, physical and MAC layer optimisation for resource sharing has become
an active research area. The competition between service providers or operators is often
modelled using game theory [7]. There is a fairly rich literature on applications of game
theory to spectrum conflicts in wireless systems, even though this topic is relatively
new. Preliminary studies of the spectrum sharing problem from a game theoretic point
of view have appeared in search of fair, effective, and self-enforcing protocols [8]. The
spectrum sharing problem in the context of cognitive radio has been formulated as
a static and dynamic (repeated) Cournot4 game [9]. Both co-operative and non-cooperative schemes for power control optimisation in interference networks have been
proposed [10]. Co-operation has been used to agree on fair allocation of the spectrum
[11]. Interference channels with phase coherent multi-antenna transmission have been
recently studied from a game-theoretic viewpoint [12, 13].

2.

State of the art and problem characterizations

In this Section, we present an overview of the state of the art and characterize the
problems associated with physical resource sharing.
2.1 Fundamental limits
A fundamental objective of resource sharing is to find a stable operating point based
on certain fairness and efficiency criteria [14]. Many well-known concepts, like proportional fairness [15] and bargaining theory [16], were derived in a context other than
wireless communication. The used utility models do not typically explicitly model resource/infrastructure sharing and adaptive interference filtering at the physical layer.
However, adaptivity plays an important role in fully exploiting the potential system
performance, so it should be incorporated in the utility model. Adaptive designs for
wireless networks depend on interference, channel fluctuations, and resource constraints.
This causes complicated dependencies between the physical layer, medium access control, and the network. Up to date, there is no established framework for modelling such
interdependencies, only partial results exist [17]. An important aspect, especially for
resource sharing scenarios, is to model the interference. The conventional approach is
based on a static ’link gain’ matrix that models the power cross-talk between users [18].
A more general model is the axiomatic framework of interference functions [19, 20].
This non-linear model already provides the degrees of freedom necessary for jointly
optimising adaptive receivers and transmission powers. This was demonstrated in the
context of power control. However, for the more intricate problem of resource and infrastructure sharing, extensions are needed to include dependencies on discrete-valued
resources, MIMO processing, and antenna infrastructure.
2.2 Signal processing for resource sharing
Signal processing and coding schemes (including channel estimation, channel coding,
decoding, synchronisation) have traditionally been designed only from the perspective
of the particular individual radio link. The presence of other radio links (belonging
to other users in the network) has been represented by two extreme cases. When no
information about the interfering signal is available, a simple Gaussian random signal
4

Cournot competition is an economic model used to describe an industry structure in which companies
compete on the amount of output they will produce, which they decide on independently of each other and at
the same time.
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approximation is used. On the other hand, assuming full knowledge of the interference
signal structure, various interference cancellation and multi-user detection techniques
have been developed. These techniques take into account the coexistence only in a
static manner, considering either full or zero co-operation.
Partial steps forward have recently been achieved in the areas of multi-user MIMO
systems [21], traditional cognitive radio systems [22], network coding [23], as well as various physical layer co-operative and distributed processing algorithms (virtual MIMO,
distributed and co-operative coding, etc.) [24]. These techniques have limited capabilities to solve the problem. Therefore, new challenges, some of them listed below, need
to be approached:
• Infrastructure sharing between competing operators leads to new constraints for
channel estimation, blind and semi-blind signal processing [25, 26] interference
suppression, as well as interference cancellation algorithms.
• Real-time spectrum analysis is not only required for new adaptive spectrum sharing models, i.e. to estimate the noise floor and to identify and to characterise
the spectrum holes. It is also beneficial for channel estimation (equalisation),
channel matrix identification (in MIMO systems), multi-carrier communications
(real-time analysis and synthesis), beamforming (spatial domain), and radio scene
analysis.
• Efficient co-ordination mechanisms for resource sharing scenarios require the development of compact and efficient channel representation schemes with limited
feedback [27].
• The coding, decoding, and signal processing will have to be aware of the network
structure, available physical resources (power, spectrum), and interference. This
information will be unreliable and incomplete. The problem will be solved by
various forms of the physical network coding and corresponding network-aware
soft-information message passing receiver processing.
2.3 Spectrum policy and regulation
The development of technologies that enable a more flexible access to the radio spectrum
supported by a suitable regulatory framework is regarded as a solution to a further
increase in the efficiency of spectrum use. This will cater for the increasing demands
for mobile communication services. To enable these developments, need for changes in
the regulatory framework has been acknowledged [28]. The approach of granting longterm licenses for the exclusive use of spectrum, that was very effective in the prevention
of interference and therefore employed for a long time, is nowadays abandoned. The
main reason behind this is that, although the frequency spectrum is fully allocated
to various services, the actual utilisation is low for important bands. Flexibility in
spectrum allocations and increased efficiency in spectrum use are strived for in current
spectrum management. The different options that are identified and will further be
explored are: infrastructure sharing, new adaptive spectrum sharing models, efficient
co-ordination, and high spectral efficiency. The common background is that there is
a voluntary sharing of spectrum between the different users (wireless communication
network operators in this case), based on the principle that they will all gain from the
collective approach.
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Sharing the infrastructure as such can also lead to obvious benefits and is in fact
already done to some degree [29]. It is common for operators to share site locations and
masts. Some vendors offer a service to host the equipment of multiple vendors, and it is
in some cases even technically possible to share antennas and pieces of active hardware.
There are also examples of sharing complete network operations. However, with a high
degree of shared resources using today’s technology, the stimulation for competition is
reduced.
When determining success criteria or targets for cost and energy reduction, it is
useful to distinguish capacity driven network deployment from coverage driven network
deployment. Further, we should realise that the main cost driver in deployment of a radio
access network is the number of base stations. Moreover, the total network operation
is an expensive venture. The largest energy consumption in radio access networks also
takes place in the base station, so that cost reduction and energy reduction go handin-hand. The capacity driven scenario is characterised by a high traffic density, a dense
network, and usage of all available spectrum. In this scenario, the conventional manner
to further increase capacity is to add sites. With spectrum sharing, the total capacity
gain is at least in the order of the gain in spectral efficiency, but can be even higher
thanks to higher user diversity and trunking efficiency. The cost and energy reduction
in this scenario is of a similar magnitude, since more traffic can be served with the same
equipment before additional sites are needed.
The coverage driven scenario is characterised by the need for providing coverage.
Capacity is typically fulfilled in the simplest configuration, e.g., using one carrier of
a standard bandwidth. In this case, increased spectral efficiency or spectrum sharing
only gives a gain on the long term, since higher bandwidth services can be offered and
the time for adding more capacity will be postponed further into the future. However, infrastructure sharing provides immediate and large gains of cost (operational
and capital) as well as energy.
2.4 Business models
The first generation of mobile networks, built on different analogue standards (e.g.,
Nordic Mobile Telephone) and often only supporting a voice service, were in most
countries deployed by the same incumbent telecom operator which already operated a
fixed analogue network. A vertical business model was common practice, where the
same operator was responsible for all parts of the value chain. Often being owned by
the state, access to radio spectrum was always granted.
With the second generation (in Europe GSM), regulators recognized the importance
of a competitive market on the one hand in order to ensure low prices and a common
standard on the other hand to achieve economy of scale and compatibility across national boarders. In practically all European countries, multiple licences were granted
for access to spectrum for the exploitation of wireless networks to offer mobile communication services to end users. With GSM, also text messaging (SMS) was introduced,
which has become an important revenue source. With the second generation of networks
it also became possible to become a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO).
Only with the third generation of mobile networks (in Europe dominated by UMTS)
data services have become equally or even more important than voice services and
openend up new business models. Mobile operators still tend to remain vertically
organised and supply network capacity to MVNOs, and most revenues still come from
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voice services and text messaging, but data traffic is currently experiencing a very fast
uptake. In most markets a relatively low cost flat-rate that can compete with fixed line
prices for broadband data access, has been the trigger for the fast uptake. In order to
avoid a role as a mere bit carrier, operators tend to bundle third party services with
terminals (e.g., Google or Facebook directly from the network providers portal).
The goal of SAPHYRE is to enable not only a more efficient use of resources, but
new business models. SAPHYRE will facilitate competition on more levels in mobile networks than it is possible today. With a higher degree of competition on both spectrum
and infrastructure, less regulation is needed, benefiting end users and society in general. For example, parties can specialise in providing services (like today’s MVNOs),
operating networks, or managing spectrum [30, 31, 32]. Next to developing suitable
business models, the project will also investigate how competition policies need to be
adjusted and which minimum set of rules needs to be applied, taking into consideration
that competitors by nature aim foremost at maximising their own gain.

3.

The SAPHYRE approach

The approach envisaged spans wireless communication systems, information theory,
game theory, networking, business and regulatory models and the interdisciplinary connections between these fields.
Over the past decade, European industry has established a clear global industrial
and technology leadership in the field of mobile communications. Mobile communications is one of the few technology sectors in which Europe has a clear global leadership
position. This success in global markets was developed from the results of EU-funded
collaborative research on second and third generation mobile technologies, which formed
the basis of successful global standards.
SAPHYRE will reinforce European research and industrial leadership and competitive position in spectrum and infrastructure sharing by enabling operators to adapt to
the new business opportunities, enabling regulatory bodies to agree on easily maintainable sharing mechanisms, and enabling vendors to develop the new base stations and
mobiles using the required radio technologies. The approach of SAPHYRE underlines
the systematic collaboration of all sector actors within a consistent framework and a
shared vision.
Economics plays a key role in SAPHYREs collaboration. The importance of mobile
communications to society is large, citizens and business, can not be underestimated.
The European economy has benefited from the take-up of GSM over the past decade and
the evolution towards broadband services over mobile networks will continue to drive
economic growth in the coming decades. This is possible only if the right mechanisms
are applied which guarantee competition and efficiency.
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